TRACTOR DRIVE FOR MOTORIZED MOVEMENT

A fraction of the size, with all the power and performance.

Provide precise motorized movement on new or existing Gorbel steel enclosed track Work Station Cranes with a newly redesigned Gorbel® Tractor Drive. The smaller size and same Gorbel® quality give you even more reasons to motorize your system.

When to Use:

- Heavy and/or awkward-shaped loads
- Operations requiring taller trolley saddle heights
- Operations where the operator should be safely distanced from the load
TRACTOR DRIVE FOR MOTORIZED MOVEMENT

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Spring-loaded compression adjustment on drive wheel for constant pressure and smooth, responsive operation
- Ease of Installation: Lightweight, bolt on truck/trolley connections, modular drive design
- Direct drive for precise positioning
- Precision drive assembly and specially designed drive wheel with a molded polyurethane tread for smooth acceleration and long life
- 1/3 HP, 1800 RPM induction motor
- Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) Controller with soft start and soft stop, the VFD can be set for single, double, or triple speed
- Standard and Fast options available with programmable speeds to fit the needs of your operation
- Standard drives are configured for 208-460 volt 3 phase power, 575 volt is also available
- An industry leading 2 year warranty

A fraction of the size, with all the same power and performance.